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0 of 0 review helpful Hold on for an intense ride By Sandy Nadeau HOLY SMOKES I ve never read a book with 
THAT much action and intense situations that continued throughout Just when you think you can breathe BAM the 
characters were in yet another awful situation to get out of Wow GREAT story great writing as usual and the intensity 
level is remarkable Loved it 5 of 6 review helpful NO SAFE HAVEN nbsp After being caught collecting evidence on 
her ex boyfriend s criminal dealings Tessa Jones has no choice but to go into hiding She feels safe in her mountain 
refuge right up until private investigator Trent McCabe comes knocking mdash and bullets start flying their way Now 
for the second time Tessa is on the run And Trent s mission has shifted from tracking down a missing person to 
keeping the brave beauty alive Trent once lost a woman i About the Author Christy Barritt loves stories and has been 
writing them for as long as she can remember When she rsquo s not working on books Christy writes articles for 
various publications She rsquo s also a frequent speaker at various writers groups wome 
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